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1. ABOUT US
Building communities. Our bottom line

Simply put, building communities is our core reason for exitence.
Refiloe Nkadimeng, Linda Vilakazi [Independent Trustee] Chairperson, Thebe Foundation Trust,
Dr Yvonne Dladla [Independent Trustee], Vusi Khanyile

To enhance Thebe’s community programmes, the Thebe Foundation was established as an independent
trust in February 2011 to drive Thebe’s corporate social investment strategy. The Foundation forges
partnerships between Thebe, its subsidiaries and economically-marginalised communities, in order to
reshape them and ensure a more prosperous and humane future.
The Thebe Foundation programmes, which enables the group to contribute to socio-economic
transformation in our communities, focus primarily on education and enterprise and supplier development
(ESD).
Leveraging the collective goodwill, development commitment, business capacity, and skills of the Thebe
Group of Companies and its associated partners, we are able to formulate and carry out transformative
and impactful interventions.
True to the African idiom, “No matter how far a stream flows, it never forgets its source,” Thebe remains
focused on it’s primary reason for existence: TO BUILD COMMUNITIES.
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At a glance...
TFT
Strategy
Map

Service to Thebecompanies & the
community

VISION:
leading transformation catalytic-force for the socio-economic development and empowerment
of communities

CUSTOMERS
Communicate effectively &
consistently – Impact stories

Thebe Group Profiling
(branding)

FOCUS AREAS

INTERNAL PROCESSES

Learning & Growth

Deliver the
best services
and
performance

Improved ED:
• Business Summit for
market access
• Localized EDC for
Thebe companies
• Enhanced
Small Business
Enrichment Program
(SBEP) with UJ

Enhanced service delivery based
on unique/localized needs

B.Educ: Improve
operational
knowledge
on Literacy &
Numeracy program
(LitNum)
TE: Dr Mabuza
Scholarship:
• Expanded program
• Support black
students

Organizational
sustainability:
• TFT Investment
• Thebe eco-family
Thought
leadership:
• Nation building
• Social/business
dialogue
• Corporate activism

Pilot Tests:
• Thebe Foundation
Integrated
Community
Development model
(TF-ICDM)
• Rural Devlpt./Agric
• Crosscutting
themes:
• Gender, active
citizenry, social
compact,

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Establish a
strong
Resource
foundation

Increased funding from
Thebe Eco-family

Increased Thebe-brand
awareness

Strong resource management:
systems, policies & procedures

MISSION:
we implement and support sustainable programmes that are community-focused,
empowering and geared towards nation-building in nature
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2. STRUCTURE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

THEBE FOUNDATION
TRUST INVESTMENT

THEBE FOUNDATION
TRUST

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT:
THEBE_UJ SMALL BUSINESS
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT: LITERACY &
NUMERACY PROGRAMME

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT:
E.J MABUZA SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAMME

3. FOCUS AREAS
3.1 ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
3.1.1 THE SMALL BUSINESS ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME

The Small Business Enrichment Programme (SBEP), an initiative of Thebe Foundation and the University
of Johannesburg Centre for Entrepreneurship, was developed 10 years ago as a premier short-term learning
programme designed for start-up business owners.
It is an accredited NQF Level 5 programme aimed at supporting existing entrepreneurs who have been operational
for a minimum of two (2) years.
The programme involves the following:
• A 12 Week Business Management Programme implemented over a 6 month period. The programme covers,
among others, Market Research, Financial Management, Human Resource Management, Marketing and
Operations Management.
Content:
• Opportunity identification which will lead to growth of business ventures
•

Planning and managing growth

•

Related marketing strategies for growth to include exporting

•

Managing finance within the global financial crisis

•

Regulatory compliance and human resource management issues

•

Information and technology, including simple email and financial spread sheet.

Entrance Criteria:
Entrepreneurs who have been in business for a minimum of two years, and have:
• Business Plan with 5 years projections;
•

Annual Financial Statement for the last two years;

•

Certified copies of identity documents; and

•

Affidavit confirming the company’s B-BBEE status.

Programme Duration: 6 months
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3.1.2 THEBE BUSINESS SUMMIT
In 2010, the Thebe Foundation established a strategic partnership with theUniversity of Johannesburg Centre
for Entrepreneurship (UJCfE) with theobjective of developing small medium enterprises (SMEs) so they can
meaningfully participate and contribute to the economy. To date, the partnership has developed over 400 SMEs
that are ready to be value-adding suppliers. These SME beneficiaries were, however, among the growing number
of black owned enterprises in South Africa that have the competency and skill to service supply chains of corporate
companies but were not, thereby limiting their chances of accessing the market.

R6.2 bn

ESD spend

8.3%

For the Business Summit launch, Thebe Foundation and UJ has recruited a number of SMEs from the partnership’s
previous Small Business Enrichment Programme (SBEP) who are black-owned, majority female-owned, have been
operating for over 3 years and exhibit competency levels required by supply chains. The recruited SMEs are profiled
to be matched with Thebe Investment Corporation’s core partners’ Enterprise and Development strategy and
needs. This pre-matching activity functions as a lobbying tool to unlock procurement and enterprise development
opportunities for the recruited SMEs; creating access to market opportunities. Before matching the entrepreneurs
to the unlocked business opportunities, the SMEs are further developed during a week-long supplier readiness
programme designed to enhance their competitiveness, with specific focus on contracting law, general and industry
specific compliance, value proposition, SLA performance and pitch training. On the day of the Summit, recruited
SMEs exhibit and pitch directly to an audience of pre-secured and committed buyers. SMEs are also auctioned
to an audience of possible buyers and decision makers for financial and non-financial ED support. Separate deal
rooms are made available to SMEs and buyers conclude business transactions and close deals.
Post the Summit business linkages, SMEs are linked to an advisory board which keeps them accountable to
performance, governance, financial management and profitability. This structured post-linkage support is designed
to increase investor confidence, ensure SMEs perform as required in their respective deals; thereby sustainably
growing the SMEs from one stage of business development to the next.
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3.2 BASIC EDUCATION
Thebe Foundation’s Language and Numeracy Programme targets the hard issues at the heart of foundational
education, with a particular focus on areas that are geographically remote and have a high-impact potential.
The programme comprises a language and literacy campaign in partnership with READ Educational Trust, as well
as a numeracy initiative together with Shell and the Maths Centre, targeting Foundation Phase learners (Grades 0
to 3) to Intermediate Phase (Grades 4 to 7). A primary aim of the programme also lies with improving teachers in
the reading, writing and mathematical spheres, as this forms the basis of all educational outcomes going forward.
This two-pronged approach ensures that a continuum of support is offered to both learners and teachers alike
throughout the primary school years. Keep existing graph I think?

3.2.1 LITERACY PROGRAMME
Key Performance Areas:

KPA

Increased subject and curriculum knowledge
of teacher

INDICATORS

Quarterly teacher grading to show development
progress: at least 80% of teachers to achieve at least
a B level or higher. (Minimum requirements for a good
teacher)

Improved learner performance

Increased curriculum coverage of the foundation
phase language curriculum

The adherence and implementation of the NECT
lesson plan strategy supplied by the DoE.

Positive change in classroom environment

World walls visible, writing frames on the walls,
learners using materials from classroom library.

Use of resources

Integrating the use of language resources with the
curriculum.
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READ’s Theory of Change:
Constantly evolving and adjusted according
to the needs of the projects, schools and
communities identified.

Training and support

Resources

Extension

Group Training
Classroom Monitoring
Workshops
Professional learning
Groups

Books for
classrooms
Books for libraries
Resource files for
teachers

Formation of book
clubs
Using drama and art
in reading and writing

Reading and writing
at higher levels
Improved results
above 50%
Teamwork &
motivation

Readathon
Word Warrior
competition
Pick-a-boo(k) Box
Red Reading Box

Improved language
Higher levels of
Teacher motivation
proficiency
reading and writing
and morale
Effective use of
Exploration of a variety Improved confidence
resources
of genres
in using language
Improved speaking
abilities
Teacher motivation and morale
Improved confidence in using language
Improved speaking abilities
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Advocacy
Incentives and
competitions
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3.2.2 NUMERACY PROGRAMME
Maths Centre focus is Teacher Development & Learner Performance enhancement; the largest
sustainability measure
Evidence suggests that the quality of teachers is
key to student performance

Teacher quality can be improved through
effective training and support
Maths
Centre

Providing increased resources, reducing class sizes,
or across-the-board increases in teacher salaries,
is unlikely to lead to substantial changes in student
performance

Recruit

Teacher quality has powerful impacts on student
outcomes
Support

Some teachers consistently produce more gains in
student achievement than other teachers
Evaluate

Reward

Draw more talented people
into teaching, identify what
makes a good teacher, hire
the best teachers

Provide content support, and
in-class support specific to
teaching methodology

Measure content knowledge
and effectiveness accurately
and consistently

Public appreciation of
results, pay for performance,
link tenure and benefits to
performance






The Maths Centre Rewards for Teachers is enhancement of professional development and promotional requirements.
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Projects typically lasts for 3-5 years and are formed via 3 key components
Sponsor (donor)
1.

Investing business covers the cost of the project. Project will typically be named after the donor.

Target
2.

Teachers Progression
Programme

Flagship
programs

Tools/
enabling
programs

The Scope of work

Learners Progression
Programme
3.

ICT/Calculators for Learning Program
Advocacy
programmes

Resources
provision

RESOURCES
Kits, MST carts
For all Grades and subjects
Mathomat 4IR: Robotics &
coding materials
Maths and Science
buddies
Revision Guides
Khan Academy
Free ICT based teaching and
learning source
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Target location [province, school
and audience (teachers, learners)].
Duration of the project, typically 3-5
years.

Project consist of either one or a
combination of programs that are
put together to achieve the projects’
objectives and directly depends on
the budget

“Education
is the most
powerful
weapon which
you can use to
change the world.”
- Nelson Mandela
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3.2 TERTIARY EDUCATION

3.2.1 DR EJ MABUZA SCHOLARSHIP FUND PROGRAMME

Mpumalanga, Sol Plaatje University
in the Northern Cape, UCT and
Wits, in areas as diverse as
quantity surveying, education, the
sciences, agriculture, conservation
and IT.
The scholarship programme is
funded through the annual
BBBEE Skills Development budget
of the Thebe Investment
Corporation. This is a commitment
that is reviewed annually,
based on performance and
availability of resources. The
Thebe Foundation administers the
scholarship fund under
the guidance of a scholarship
committee which reports to
the trustees.

The Dr EJ Mabuza Scholarship Fund was established in 2016
in honour of Dr Enos Mabuza, and the critical role he played in
the inception of the Founders Legacy Programme together with
Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu and Beyers Naude.
The initiative aims to support financially needy students
at universities, thereby contributing to the development of
higher education graduates who are confident and proud of their African
identity and heritage, academically and socially adept, and equipped with
the skills and competencies enabling them to become professionals in
their fields. The bursaries cover the expenses of tuition fees, textbooks,
residence or accredited accommodation costs, meals and a transport
allowance for those students living at home. The Thebe Foundation
provides support services at all stages of this programme, to ensure that
all recipients are supported in their academic efforts and successfully
graduate at the end of their studies.
The ultimate objective of the scholarship is to ensure that
the beneficiaries become ambassadors of the programme, remain solidly
connected to their communities and contribute to the further advancement
of wider society.
Since inception, the Thebe Foundation Trust has invested R10.8
million bursaries for deserving students from poor families. A total
of 34 bursaries have been awarded to students at the University of
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The programme’s scholarship
committee is made up
of Mokgethi Tshabalala (Chairman
and GM of Agroprocessing),
Hlobisile Mtshali (Senior Group
Accountant),
Neliswa Booi (Executive Manager:
People & Transformation
and GM: Technology, Media &
Telecommunications),
Lehlohonolo Chabeli (CEO Thebe
Foundation Trust),
Sizwe Mncwango (CEO Thebe
Investment Corporation),
Busi Mabuza (daughter of E.J
Mabuza) and Joel Dikgole
(consultant of Thebe Foundation
Trust). The committee
meets quarterly, a week before the
Thebe Foundation
Trust board meeting, and is
mandated to oversee the
management of the Scholarship
fund, and develop and
review all policies regarding its
administration and awarding
of bursaries and scholarships.

3.1.3 BASIC EDUCATION – LITERACY AND NUMERACY PROJECT
One of the greatest challenges facing education in South Africa, are learners leaving school without the proper
ability to read, write and do arithmetic. Added to this is the state of our teachers, many of who do not have the basic
pedagogic and content knowledge competencies required to impart the skills needed by our learners.
In response, Thebe Foundation’s Language and Numeracy Programme targets the hard issues at the heart of
foundational education, with a particular focus on areas that are geographically remote and have a high-impact
potential.
The programme comprises a language and literacy campaign in partnership with READ Educational Trust, as well
as a numeracy initiative together with Shell and the Maths Centre, targeting Foundation Phase learners (Grades 0
to 3) to Intermediate Phase (Grades 4 to 7). A primary aim of the programme also lies with improving teachers in
the reading, writing and mathematical spheres, as this forms the basis of all educational outcomes going forward.
This two-pronged approach ensures that a continuum of support is offered to both learners and teachers alike
throughout the primary school years.

3.3 CROSSCUTTING THEMES
Thebe Foundation supports a number of initiatives that symbolises
what we stand for as an organisation, or simply supports indirect
beneficiaries through the passion, dedication and enthusiasm of
our employees:

3.2.1 GENDER MAINSTREAMING PROGRAMME
Thebe ya Mosadi
In all our programmes, Thebe Foundation analyses each activity
through a gender lens that seeks to promote the empowerment of
young women, hence our support to Thebe Ya Mosadi.
The Thebe ya Mosadi initiative was started by Thebe Investment Corporation as a drive to inspire and
support the empowerment of women. The campaign initially began as an annual Women’s Day lunch
to celebrate the women of Thebe and its partners. Currently, the initiative has progressed towards
Caring4Girls programme. Caring4Girls is now an extension of the greater Thebe ya Mosadi vision to
empower women of all ages and spheres, by providing free sanitary towels to young girls who do not
have access to them.

3.2.2 THEBE FOUNDATION INTEGRATED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT MODEL
Thebe Foundation Trust has embarked on a journey to transition our basic education programme towards a more
holistic community focused development approach. This is going to be carried out through what will be known as
Thebe Foundation Integrated Community Model (TF-ICDM)

3.2.3 NATION BUILDING
Sport has always been the best way to build a nation, bringing about unity and national cohesion. No
where is this more clearly seen than at the Danie van Zyl Amateur Wrestling Club in Maraisburg, which
provides a safe haven for children from all walks of life, often saving them from a life of drugs and
substance abuse on the streets of Johannesburg.
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NOTES
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T: +27 (0) 11 447 7800
F: +27 (0) 11 447 5502
A: 1st floor, 199 Oxford Road,
Oxford Parks, Dunkeld,
Randburg, 2196
P.O. Box 3308 | Parklands | 2121
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